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Abstract:�This�paper�presents�an�overview�of�recently�developed�methods�for�the�indirect�detection�of�14N�nuclei�
(spin�I =�1)�in�spinning�solids�by�nuclear�magnetic�resonance�spectroscopy.�These�methods�exploit�the�transfer�
of�coherence�from�a�neighboring�‘spy’�nucleus�with�spin�S�=�½,�such�as�13C�or�1H,�to�single-�or�double-quantum�
transitions�of�14N�nuclei.�The�two-dimensional�correlation�methods�presented�here�are�closely�related�to�the�well-
known�heteronuclear�single-�and�multiple-quantum�correlation� (HSQC�and�HMQC,�respectively)�experiments,�
already�widely�used�for�the�investigation�of�molecules�in�liquids.�Nitrogen-14�NMR�spectra�exhibit�powder�pat-
terns�characterized�by�second-�and�third-order�quadrupolar�couplings�which�can�provide�important�information�
about�structure�and�dynamics�of�molecules�in�powder�samples.���
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1. Introduction

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy is a powerful and versatile tool 
for the investigation of matter through the 
measurement of nuclear spin interactions 
which has found applications in numerous 
disciplines of science. In particular, solid-
state NMR has become a very active area 
of research in structural investigations of 
samples that are not accessible to liquid-
state NMR or that do not crystallize, with 
important applications in both biochem-
istry and material science.[1–3] Recently, 
high-resolution solid-state NMR has been 
improved significantly by the advent of fast 
magic-angle spinning (MAS) probes (up to 
70 kHz) and new heteronuclear decoupling 
schemes using low-power radiofrequency 
(rf) irradiation.[4–6] 

So far, nitrogen-14 NMR has failed to 
become a routine spectroscopic technique, 
like 1H, 13C and 15N NMR, despite the fun-
damental structural and functional role of 
nitrogen in proteins and nucleic acids and 
its ubiquitous presence in many materi-
als. Nevertheless, the favorable isotopic 
abundance (99.6%) and gyromagnetic ra-
tio (~70% of 15N) make 14N a potentially 

attractive spectroscopic probe. In contrast 
to nuclei with spin S = ½ (1H, 13C, 15N), 14N 
has spin I = 1 and therefore a nuclear quad-
rupole moment Q. The interaction between 
the latter and the electric field gradient V at 
the site of the nucleus can be characterized 
by an asymmetry parameter η

q
 = (V

yy
–V

xx
)/

V
zz
 (0 < η

q
 < 1) and by a quadrupole cou-

pling constant C
Q
 = eQV

zz
/h, which can 

be as large as a few MHz. In the absence 
of magnetic fields, 14N quadrupole inter-
actions can be characterized by nuclear 
quadrupole resonance (NQR),[7,8] whereas 
in a static magnetic field the strong quad-
rupole interaction leads to NMR spectra 
that often span a width of several MHz. 
Such broad spectra are characterized by a 
very low resolution, they are difficult to ex-
cite uniformly, and require broad receiver 
bandwidths, which significantly limit the 
sensitivity. 

In solid-state NMR it is common prac-
tice to spin a powder sample at the magic 
angle θ

m
 = 54.7° (magic angle spinning, 

MAS) to average out the first-order com-
ponents of second-rank tensor interactions, 
such as the dipolar couplings, the anisotro-
pic part of the chemical shift, and the quad-
rupole interaction.[9] Nevertheless, under 
MAS 14N spectra can feature hundreds of 
spinning sidebands that may span several 
megahertz.[10] The envelope of these side-
bands depends critically on several para-
meters, such as the accurate adjustment of 
θ

m
, the amplitude and length of the 14N rf 

pulses and the bandwidths of probe and 
receiver systems.[11] Because of the large 
quadrupole couplings (C

Q
 ~ 1–3 MHz), the 

(direct) detection of 14N NMR spectra is 
extremely challenging. 

In this article it is shown that 14N NMR 
of solid biological samples is feasible 
thanks to recently developed methods for 
two-dimensional correlation experiments 
that combine MAS with indirect detection 
of 14N via a neighboring spy nucleus with 
favorable spin S = ½ (1H or 13C).[9,11–14] 
These new methods are closely related to 
early methods for the indirect detection of 
15N in liquid-state NMR[15,16] known as het-
eronuclear single- and multiple-quantum 
correlation (HSQC and HMQC, respec-
tively). 

Besides structural information, NMR 
can provide important information about 
inter- and intramolecular dynamic pro-
cesses that can affect spectral features 
such as lineshapes and relaxation times 
when their intrinsic rates are matched 
with characteristic frequencies of the 
experiment. Dynamic processes can be 
probed over a wide range of timescales,[17] 
ranging approximately from picoseconds 
to seconds. Solid-state NMR has recently 
turned out to be an attractive tool to study 
dynamics.[18–23] Solid-state methods ex-
ploit spectral changes associated with the 
modulation of anisotropic interactions, 
e.g. quadrupolar interactions, induced by 
motions. This article shows that 14N solid-
state NMR spectroscopy can yield infor-
mation about local dynamics in nitrogen-
containing solids.[24]

2. Methods

The methods for the indirect detec-
tion of 14N exploit the transfer of coher-
ence back and forth between single- (SQ) 
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and double-quantum (DQ) coherences of 
14N (spin I=1) and SQ coherences of a spy 
nucleus (S = ½), which can be either 13C or 
1H. The methods using 13C detection were 
introduced independently by Gan[13] at the 
National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, 
Florida, and Cavadini et al.[12] at the EPFL, 
while 1H detection was recently demon-
strated by Cavadini et al.[14] at the EPFL. 
The latter approach has the advantage of 
enhanced sensitivity and does not require 
13C isotopic enrichment, although the line-
widths can be significantly broadened by 
the strong homonuclear proton–proton 
couplings. Henceforth we shall focus on 
proton-detected experiments. The method 
discussed in this paper was built on the 
scheme known in liquid-state NMR as 
HMQC. The remarkably simple pulse se-
quence is shown in Fig. 1a. The coherence 
transfer pathway between spins I and S is 
shown schematically in Fig. 1b. A variant 
of the scheme, i.e. the HSQC experiment, 
will be briefly discussed at the end of this 
section. 

In the pulse sequence of Fig. 1a, the 
first π/2 pulse (time point a) is applied to 
excite transverse proton magnetization, 
represented in terms of Cartesian product 
operators by S

x
 or equivalently in terms of 

tensor spin operators by (TS
1,-1

 – TS
1,1

)/2. 
The following excitation delay, τ

exc
, allows 

one to transfer coherence from spin S to 
spin I and thus create SQ or DQ coher-
ences involving both nuclei S and I. Sev-
eral mechanisms can be exploited.[9] The 
large quadrupole coupling of nitrogen nu-
clei prevents a proper quantization of spin 
I along the z direction of the main static 
field (B

0
). Consequently, the first-order 

heteronuclear dipolar interaction between 
spins S and I, D(14N, S), cannot be aver-
aged out completely by MAS. This effect 
leaves a residual dipolar splitting (RDS) 
that depends on the mutual orientation of 
the nuclear quadrupole and dipolar tensors 
and on the orientation of each crystallite 
of the powder sample with respect to the 
rotor axis. The coupling D

RDS
(14N, S) is in-

versely proportional to the static field B
0
. 

The RDS is in fact due to a second-order 
quadrupole-dipole cross effect. The RDS 
splits the resonance of spin S into a doublet, 
the components of which feature typical 
quadrupolar powder patterns.[9] The most 
intense component of this doublet can be 
further split into a doublet by the hetero-
nuclear scalar coupling J(14N, S), which is 
usually negligible for 13C nuclei but may 
be significant for protons. For instance, 
one has J(14N, 13C) in the range 3–8 Hz in 
l-alanine, whereas in a rigid CO14N1HNCα 
group such as in N-acetylglycine J(14N, 1H) 
can be as large as ~65 Hz. In N-acetylgly-
cine the coupling D

RDS
(14N, 1H) ranges ap-

proximately from 600 to 300 Hz when B
0
 

is varied from 9.4 to 18.8 T. Besides RDS 

and J-couplings, the transfer of coherence 
during τ

exc
 can be achieved via recoupled 

heteronuclear dipolar interactions. Recou-
pling can be achieved using rotary reso-
nance,[25–28] i.e. by applying a continuous 
rf field to spin S with an amplitude that is 
a multiple of the rotor spinning frequency, 
ωS

1
 = n ω

rot
. Rotary resonance with n = 2 

(e.g. ω
rot

/(2π) = 30 kHz and ωS
1
/(2π) = 60 

kHz) has been successfully used for the 
indirect proton-detection of 14N in glycine 
in natural abundance.[28] Alternatively, one 
can use rotor-synchronized symmetry-
based RN sequences[29,30] to recouple het-
eronuclear dipolar I-S interactions while 
simultaneously decoupling homonuclear 
1H–1H interactions.[31] 

At the end of the delay time τ
exc

 the 
mechanisms described above lead to a state 
(time point b in Fig. 1a) that can be de-
scribed by a superposition of doubly- and 
singly antiphase operators S

x
I

z
2 and S

x
I

z
. 

In terms of spin tensor operators one may 
consider a superposition of TS

1,m
TI

2,0
 and 

TS
1,m

TI
1,0

, with m = ±1. This state is char-
acterized by a coherence order p

S 
= +1 for 

spin S and p
I 
= 0 for spin I. The next step 

of the sequence allows one to create coher-
ences of spin I of order ±1 (see Fig. 1b). 
An rf pulse applied in the middle of the 14N 
spectrum leads to the partial conversion of 
TS

1,m
TI

1,0
 into TS

1,m
TI

1,±1
 and of TS

1,m
TI

2,0
 into 

TS
1,m

TI
2,±1

, both involving 14N SQ coher-
ences of rank 1 and 2, respectively, and of 
TS

1,m
TI

2,0
 into TS

1,m
TI

2,±2
, which involves 14N 

DQ coherences (time point c in Fig. 1). It is 

worth remarking that all of the above terms 
actually describe heteronuclear multiple-
quantum (MQ) coherences if m ≠ 0. For the 
sake of clarity, we shall speak here of 14N 
SQ or DQ coherences when the terms TI

k,±1
 

(k = 1,2) or TI
2,±2

 are involved, regardless 
of the participation of spin S (represented 
by terms like TS

1,q
) to form heteronuclear 

coherences. The length τ
p
 of the 14N pulse 

must be optimized empirically. It was 
shown[11] that a compromise τ

p
 ~ (1/2) τ

rot
, 

where τ
rot

 is the rotor period, allows one to 
excite efficiently both SQ and DQ coher-
ences in the same experiment, relying on 
proper phase cycles to separate them later 
on. For instance, in ref. [11] it is shown 
with a sample of l-alanine at a MAS rate of 
30 kHz and using an rf amplitude ν

1
(14N) = 

57 kHz that τ
p
 (SQ) ~ 11 μs and τ

p
 (DQ) ~ 

22 μs, leading to an optimum compromise 
τ

p
 ~ 16 μs ~ (1/2) τ

rot
.

The coherences TS
1,m

TI
k,q

 described 
above are then allowed to evolve freely 
during the evolution interval t

1
, at the end 

of which all coherences are symmetrically 
reconverted into observable SQ coherenc-
es TS

1,m
 (time point e in Fig. 1), and the 

free induction decay (FID) of the latter in 
the static field B

0
 is then detected (time 

interval t
2
). The reconversion interval τ

rec
 

has typically the same duration as the ex-
citation interval τ

exc
. A π-pulse is applied to 

the S spy nuclei in the middle of the evolu-
tion interval t

1
 (time point d) to generate a 

spin-echo and thus refocus the offsets of S 
nuclei and attenuate the decay due to field 

decoupling decouplingexc rec
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Fig.�1.�a)�Pulse�
sequence�for�the�
indirect�observation�of�
14N�SQ�and�DQ�spectra�
in�solids�rotating�at�
the�magic�angle�(MAS�
solid-state�NMR).�The�
pulse�sequence�is�
based�on�the�HMQC�
scheme,�as�explained�
in�the�text,�and�exploits�
detection�via protons.�
b)�Coherence�transfer�
pathway�between�
spins�S�(1H)�and�I�
(14N)�for�SQ�(solid�line)�
and�DQ�(dotted�line)�
coherences.
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incomplete averaging may occur, leading 
to a residual first-order line broadening. As 
SQ coherences are affected by first-order 
quadrupolar interactions while DQ coher-
ences are not,[34] a comparison between SQ 
and DQ spectra may reveal the presence 
of dynamics. We have used this approach 
to study local dynamics in polycrystal-
line samples of the tripeptide Ala-Ala-Gly 
(AAG).[24] Nitrogen-14 SQ and DQ spec-
tra (Fig. 3) were obtained at natural iso-
topic abundance via the proton-detected 
HMQC method presented in the previous 
section. The 14N quadrupolar couplings C

Q
 

for the NH
3

+ ammonium group (peak I in 
Fig. 3) and the two degenerate amide NH 
pairs (peak II in Fig. 3) were estimated to 
be +1.13 and –3.21 MHz, respectively, by 
comparing the projection of the DQ spec-
trum onto the ω

1
 dimension with numerical 

simulations.[31] On the other hand, the 14N 
SQ powder pattern of the NH

3
+ ammoni-

um group exhibits significant broadening 
in comparison to the simulations obtained 
without including dynamics. In AAG, this 
broadening may be ascribed to oscillations 
of the N-terminal N-C vector through 
small angles (~10o) which would change 
the orientation of the 14N quadrupole ten-
sor. Such dynamics would lead to jumps in 
the SQ precession frequencies that may in-
terfere with the averaging of the first-order 
quadrupolar interaction under MAS. To 
test this hypothesis, we have run numeri-
cal simulations following the theory of 
McConnell[35–38] for a symmetrical chemi-
cal exchange process involving two equal-
ly-populated states with a first-order ex-
change rate k. We have assumed ±5° jumps 
about the y axis of the quadrupole tensor. 
In order to take into account the effects of 
the dynamics the simulations were carried 

inhomogeneities of the observable TS
1,m

. In 
addition, we have recently shown that the 
inclusion of decoupling sequences, such as 
rotor-synchronized symmetry-based RN 
sequences, during the evolution time t

1
 (as 

shown in Fig. 1a) may lead to an enhance-
ment of the resolution of both SQ and DQ 
14N spectra by reducing the broadening 
effect of the strong homonuclear 1H–1H 
dipolar couplings.[32] The scheme shown 
in Fig. 1 is repeated N times with differ-
ent evolution times t

1
 as in standard 2D-

correlation experiments, i.e. t
1
 = n Dt

1
 (n = 

1, 2,…, N), with rotor-synchronized incre-
ments Dt

1
 = τ

rot
.[9] It is important to stress 

the importance of a precise synchroniza-
tion of the increments Dt

1
 with the MAS 

period. It is well-known that nitrogen-14 
spectra under MAS are characterized by 
large families of spinning sidebands. The 
envelope of these sidebands is determined 
by the dominant first-order quadrupole in-
teraction and can thus extend over several 
megahertz. The synchronization of Dt

1
 and 

τ
rot

 causes the sidebands to coincide in the 
ω

1
 (nitrogen) dimension with the center-

bands, which depend on the second-order 
quadrupole interaction and typically span a 
range on the order of a few kilohertz. The 
synchronization also allows one to obtain 
pure-phase spectra in the indirect (nitro-
gen) dimension ω

1
. Indeed, Fig. 1b shows 

that both SQ and DQ coherences are char-
acterized by two mirror-image coherence 
transfer pathways with coherence orders 
p

I 
= ±1 and p

I 
= ±2, respectively. This al-

lows one to obtain pure two-dimensional 
absorption lineshapes. It was shown[11] that 
the two-way coherence transfer (S→I→S) 
efficiencies of the scheme discussed above 
for SQ and DQ coherences of L-alanine 
were ~16% and ~12%, respectively. 

An important alternative to the HMQC-
like experiment described above is the 
HSQC scheme,[9,33] characterized by two 
additional π/2 pulses applied to spin S at the 
beginning and at the end of the evolution 
period. These pulses convert the coherence 
TS

1,m
TI

k,q
 (m = ±1) into TS

1,0
TI

k,q
 and vice-

versa. This variant of the experiment has 
the advantage of being insensitive to the fast 
transverse relaxation of the coherences TS

1,m
 

(m = ±1) during the evolution interval, so 
that the lineshapes in the indirect ω

1 
dimen-

sion turn out to be determined only by the 
(negligible) longitudinal relaxation of the 
(longitudinal) term TS

1,0
. Proton- detected 

HSQC experiments typically show a sig-
nificant gain in resolution. However, the 
phase cycling needed for HSQC leads to a 
two-fold loss of the S/N ratio compared to 
HMQC for the same number of scans. 

Examples of 14N NMR spectra ob-
tained by indirect detection via protons us-
ing both HMQC and HSQC schemes are 
shown in Fig. 2.

3. Applications: A Study of Local 
Dynamics

Solid-state NMR is a remarkable tool 
to probe dynamic processes on micro- and 
millisecond timescales. Recently, dynam-
ics have been characterized by comparing 
2H (I = 1) SQ and DQ spectra obtained 
under MAS.[19,22] It is known that the com-
bination of MAS and rotor-synchroniza-
tion averages out first-order anisotropic 
interactions such as dipolar couplings, 
chemical shift anisotropy and quadrupolar 
interactions. However, when dynamic pro-
cesses occur on timescales matching with 
one of these anisotropic interactions, an 

Fig.�2.�Proton-detected�experimental�HMQC�
and�HSQC�spectra�showing�14N�SQ�and�DQ�
signals�of�the�14N1H3

+�ammonium�group�in�
partially�deuterated�glycine[D2]�NH3

+CD2COO-.�
A�sample�of�11�μl�was�spun�in�a�2.5�mm�rotor�
at�30.03�kHz�in�a�static�field�of�9.4�T�(28.9�and�
400�MHz�for�14N�and�1H,�respectively).�For�
the�SQ�spectra,�the�14N�pulse�lengths�were�
τp�=�12�μs�and�τexc�=�τrec�=�1�ms.�For�the�DQ�
spectra,�τp�=�35�μs�and�τexc�=�τrec�=�0.9�ms.�
The�rf�amplitudes�were�ν1(

1H)�=�100�kHz�and�
ν1(

14N)�=�57�kHz.�The�projections�onto�the�
vertical�ω1�axes�(thin�curves)�may�be�compared�
with�simulations�(bold�curves�on�right-hand�
side)�obtained�for�a�hypothetical�uniform�
excitation�of�4180�crystallite�orientations�
and�rotor�synchronization�with�quadrupolar�
parameters�CQ�=�1.18�MHz�and�ηQ�=�0.5.�The�
two-dimensional�spectra�result�from�averaging�
128�(SQ)�and�256�(DQ)�transients�for�each�of�
256�t1�increments�with�Dt1�=�1/νrot�=�33.3�μs,�
and�a�relaxation�interval�of�2�s.�(Reprinted�
with�permission�from�ref.�[33].�Copyright�2007�
Elsevier�Inc.)
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out in a Liouville space. In Fig. 4 we plot 
the simulated full linewidths at half-height 
(Dν1/2) as a function of the exchange rate 
k. One can see that the numerical simula-
tions match the experimental SQ linewidth 
(Dν1/2

exp ≈ 3 kHz) for either k ≈ 104 or 107 
s–1. Experiments performed at different 
temperatures allow us to discriminate be-
tween these two possible regimes. We ob-
served that the linewidth decreases with 
increasing temperature, thus excluding the 
slow regime. This proves unambiguously 
the presence of dynamic processes occur-

ring at a rate k ≈ 107 s–1. It is important 
to remark that this regime was previously 
not accessible to any spectroscopic method 
that provides atomic resolution.
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Fig.�3.�Experimental�SQ�(top)�and�DQ�(bottom)�14N/1H�HMQC�spectra�
of�the�NH3

+�group�(I)�and�the�two�relatively�rigid�amide�NH�pairs�that�
contribute�to�peak�(II)�in�the�tripeptide�Ala-Ala-Gly�(AAG).�A�11�μl�sample�
in�a�2.5�mm�rotor�was�spun�at�29.76�kHz�in�a�static�field�of�18.8�T�(57.8�
and�800�MHz�for�14N�and�1H,�respectively).�The�rf�amplitudes�were�ν1(

1H)�
=�100�kHz�and�ν1(

14N)�=�80�kHz,�except�during the�symmetry-based�RN�
sequences�used�for�recoupling�in�the�excitation�and�refocusing�intervals�
τexc�=�τrec�=�100.8�μs when�the�proton�rf�amplitude�was�set�to ν1(

1H)RN�=�
59.52�kHz.�More�details�about�the�recoupling�method�can�be�found�in�ref.�
[31].�The�optimum�14N�pulse�lengths�were�τp�=�20�and�26�μs�respectively�
for�the�SQ�and�DQ�spectra.�a)�Experimental�cross-section�parallel�to�the�
ω1�dimension�of�the�SQ�spectrum�of�site�(I).�b)�Simulated�SQ�response�for�
a�±5°�two-site�jump,�calculated�as�explained�in�the�text.�c)�Simulated�SQ�
spectrum�obtained�without�internal�motions.�(d,�f)�Experimental�cross-
sections�parallel�to�the�ω1�dimension�of�the�DQ�spectrum�of�sites�(I)�and�
(II).�(e,�g)�Simulated�DQ�spectra�of�sites�(I)�and�(II),�without�motions.�All�
simulations�included�28656�crystallite�orientations.�The�two-dimensional�
spectra�resulted�from�averaging�256�(SQ)�and�512�(DQ)�transients�for�each�
of�100�t1�increments�with�Dt1�=�1/νrot�=�33.6�μs,�and�a�relaxation�interval�of�
10�s.�(Reprinted�with�permission�from�ref.�[24].�Copyright�2008�American�
Chemical�Society.)
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Fig.�4.�Simulations�of�the�full�linewidth�at�half-
height�Dν1/2�of�SQ�14N�spectra�as�a�function�
of�the�exchange�rate�k,�assuming�a�two-site�
jump�about�the�y�axis�of�the�quadrupole�tensor�
through�±5°,�CQ�=�1.13�MHz,�ηQ�=�0.28,�and�
28656�different�crystallite�orientations.�Only�
0.4�kHz�of�the�width�is�due�to�the�second-
order�quadrupole�splitting�as�shown�in�the�
simulation�of�Fig.�3c.�The�dashed�horizontal�
line�represents�the�width�Dν1/2�≈�3�kHz�of�the�
experimental�SQ�spectrum�of�Fig.�3a,�after�
subtracting�0.2�kHz�due�to�proton–proton�
dipolar�interactions�determined�from�proton�
echo�experiments�which�gave�T2’�(

1H)�=�1.6�
ms.�(Reprinted�with�permission�from�ref.�[24].�
Copyright�2008�American�Chemical�Society.)
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